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Abstract. In this note we correct an omission in our paper (Satheesh and Sandhya, 2005) 
in defining semi-selfdecomposable laws and also show with examples that the marginal 
distributions of a stationary AR(1) process need not even be infinitely divisible. 
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1. Introduction and Discussion. The purpose of this note is two-fold. One is to correct an 

omission in our paper (Satheesh and Sandhya, 2005) in defining semi-selfdecomposable 

(SSD) laws and (ii) to show with examples that the marginal distributions of an AR(1) 

process need not even be infinitely divisible (ID). While quoting the definition of SSD 

laws in terms of characteristic functions (CF) the authors did not mention that the CF fo 

should be ID. We correct this omission and discuss the effect of this omission on other 

results. The correct definition is: 

Definition.1 (Maejima and Naito, 1998). A probability distribution on R with CF f is 

SSD(b) if there exists a CF fo that is ID such that  

 f(t) = f(bt) fo(t), for some 0<b<1, ∀ t∈ R.  (1) 

The linear additive AR(1) scheme considered here is described by the sequence of 

r.vs {Xn} and innovations {εn} where {εn} are i.i.d, satisfying 

 Xn = ρXn-1+ εn , for some 0<ρ<1. (2) 

The innovations {εn} in the AR(1) model need not necessarily be ID. Consequently 

theorem.1 cannot be an “iff” statement and it should be corrected as:   
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Theorem.1 A sequence {Xn} of r.vs defines an AR(1) sequence that is marginally 

stationary with 0<ρ<1 if Xn is SSD(ρ). 

 This flaw was then carried over to the description of discrete SSD laws 

(theorem.9) and the analogous (false) characterization of integer-valued AR(1) sequence 

in theorem.11. They should be corrected as: 

Theorem.9 An integer-valued distribution on {0,1,2, ….} with probability generating 

function (PGF) P(s) is discrete SSD(c) if there exists a PGF Po(s) that is ID such that   

P(s) = P(1-c+cs) Po(s), for some 0<c<1, ∀ s∈ (0,1).  (3) 

 Notice that the proof of theorem.9 is still true. In terms of PGFs, a marginally 

stationary integer-valued AR(1) sequence {Xn} with innovations {εn} are represented by; 

P(s) = P(1-ρ+ρs) Pε(s), for some 0<ρ<1. (4) 

Here also the innovations {εn} need not be ID. Consequently theorem.11 becomes;  

Theorem.11. A sequence {Xn} of integer-valued r.vs defines a marginally stationary 

AR(1) sequence with 0<ρ<1 if Xn is discrete SSD(ρ). 

It may also be noted that this omission affects only theorems 1 and 11. Other 

results continue to be true since now we will be considering mixtures of semi-stable or 

stable laws (which are ID) and where the mixing distribution is also ID and hence the 

mixture is also ID, Feller (1971, p.573). 

 We now give two examples that illustrate that the expression (not the description) 

for SSD laws in terms of PGFs (CFs) can be satisfied by a PGF (CF) that is not even ID. 

Example.1 Christoph and Schrieber (2000) showed that the Sibuya(α,λ) law with PGF 

)(sPλ = 1–λ(1-s)α, 10 ≤< α , 10 ≤< λ , is ID iff  λ≤1-α and further   
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In other words, for some λ∈ (0,1) the PGF of the Sibuya(α,1) law satisfies the expression 

 1–(1-s)α = (1–λ(1-s)α) Q(s)  or   

 P(s) = )1( /1/1 sP αα λλ +− Q(s), ∀  s∈ (0,1), 

which is similar to (3) with αλ /1=c  or (4) with αλρ /1= . Also Sibuya(α,1) law is not ID. 

Example.2 For β>0 the CF of the triangular(β) law on R (Feller, 1971, p.503) is: 

 ββ βϕ 1|||,|1)( ≤−= tfortt  and ββϕ 1||,0)( >= tfort . 

Taking the Sibuya(α,λ)-sum of triangular(1) law shows that αλϕ ||1)( tt −=  is also a CF. 

Now consider the distribution with CF ))(( 1 tQ ϕ , Q(s) being the PGF in example.1. Then;  

 ))(( 1 tQ ϕ  =     α
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         0, |t| ≥1.  

In other words, for some λ∈ (0,1), the CF αϕ ||1)( tt −= , 10 ≤< α  satisfies the relation 

 ))(()||1(||1 1 tQtt ϕλ αα −=−  or    

 φ(t) = φ( αλ /1 t) φo(t), ∀  t∈ R,  

which is similar to the expression in (1) with αλ /1=b  or (2) that is marginally stationary 

in terms of CFs with αλρ /1= . Since the CF α||1 t−  has real zeroes it is not ID.  

Remark.1 Thus the expression (not the description or definition) for SSD laws in terms of 

CFs (PGFs) can be satisfied by a CF (PGF) that is not even ID. But SSD laws are ID, 

Maejima and Naito (1998). Hence the condition that the CF fo is ID in definition.1 and that 

the PGF Po(s) is ID in theorem.9 are necessary. 
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Remark.2 These examples also show that the marginal distributions of marginally 

stationary AR(1) sequence need not be SSD or even ID and this conclusion is true in the 

integer-valued case as well.  

Authors sincerely regret that though inadvertent, they wrongly quoted the 

definition of SSD laws in their work, resulting in incorrect claims. 
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